MIKE: FINDING HOPE AND A HOME
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Heidi Schuster’s brother, Mike,
battled mental health challenges,
including chronic paranoid
schizophrenia, for more than 30 years.

It was, understandably, stressful for the
family, and hard to watch her brother –
who she said is kind, polite and sweet
– struggle.
The family first sought help from MCFI
Behavioral Health in the 1990s, and
Mike began living in one of MCFI’s
group homes.
There, Mike, started to receive the
care he needed. He meets regularly
with his psychiatrist – who Mike
affectionately refers to as Dr. Bob – to
help him manage his medications.
MCFI Behavioral Health has also taught Mike life
skills, simple things such as cooking, cleaning
and doing laundry. Socialization activities were
also offered.

91% of our clients said they
would refer a friend to CFI
according to our 2021
Client Satisfaction Survey.

For the first time in years, Mike was provided
structure, a routine. Each gave Mike the key ingredients to a more fulfilling and independent life for him and his family. “I’m indebted to MCFI,” Heidi said. “We couldn’t
do it without the help of MCFI.”

GERDA: HOPE IS MORE THAN A MEMORY

“CFI gives me a sense of hope to grow in my
career, which has allowed me to
share with potential staff the great
opportunities we have in our
organization.”

“I have seen our gifted case managers
address clients’ crises as an opportunity to
encourage hope, gratitude and reflection.”
Gary Kroening | Peer Support
Behavioral Health Services

Sisi Klessig | Talent Acquisition Specialist
Human Resources

When Kina’s mother, Gerda Franksiskas, 73,
moved into her home, she noticed Gerda
struggled with her memory, and soon figured
out that the stress of that was taking its toll on
Gerda’s happiness.
After visiting with a neuropsychologist and
undergoing eight hours of testing, they found
that Gerda’s memory was declining, and they
wondered what they could do to improve her
memory. “We didn’t want to throw prescription
medicine at her, and talk therapy can be
intimidating, so it was like, what do we do?” Kina said.
Kina did some research with her Mom and found Learning Rx, which is a brain
training center that pairs clients with brain trainers and helps to enhance cognitive
skills. Gerda’s IRIS Consultant at First Person Care Consultants added Learning Rx to
her service plan so she could improve her happiness and brain health. First Person
Care Consultants provides consultative support for Wisconsinites self-directing
services. This allows them to choose the care and services that help them achieve
their goals.
Before selecting Learning Rx for her individual support, Gerda felt she had forgotten
how to do everything she loved. She said she used to enjoy crafting and painting, but
upon setting everything up, her will to create art would be gone. Every year that she
got older, there was always another passion that fell away. “I feel, at least for now, ten
years younger in just couple of months,” Gerda said.
First Person Care Consultants makes sure Gerda gets to select the services and supports that improve her life the most. In addition to Learning Rx, Gerda attends sessions three days a week and feels mentally stronger for it. “My confidence is a lot
higher,” said Gerda.

“Each day we support our clients in
providing services that ultimately lets them
live their best lives. This is the science behind
our hope!”
Gina Byfield | Operations Supervisor
iLIFE

“Hope is something that can be learned
and cultivated and isn’t simply an innate
characteristic of some people. It embodies CFI’s
goal of focusing on total health and compliments our mission and values.”
Peter Derpinghaus, LCSW | Program Manager
Behavioral Health Services
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REGGIE WILBURN: HE NEVER LOST HOPE
For 84 years, CFI’s purpose has been
grounded in our commitment to deliver
quality services to individuals of all
abilities to advance their total health and
work toward a more hopeful and healthy
communities.

.

Our unmatched breadth of services
and resources are delivered through our
affiliates, the Milwaukee Center for
Independence, Home Care, First Person
Care Consultants and iLIFE is rooted in our shared values of
partnership, innovation and trust to support others to find value
in themselves and a path forward.
We strongly believe in
continuous improvement
91% of our clients said CFI’s
and adopt best practices. In
care improved their life,
addition to providing
trauma informed care, CFI
according to our 2021
is embracing the Science of
Client Satisfaction Survey.
Hope. The science of Hope
affirms that you can learn how to be hopeful using practical evidence-based tools. Its guiding belief is that the future will be
better than today and that you play a role in making that future
possible.

Partnering with
people of all
abilities to
advance their

TOTAL HEALTH

Healthy and
hopeful
COMMUNITIES

Throughout this annual report, you will find many stories of hope
– clients realizing their potential and independence. It is a
snapshot of progress. Our work to fulfill this vision of healthy and
hopeful communities continues.

Reggie Wilburn knew he had to
be an example for his kids. So,
when he lost his job and had to
live in a homeless shelter, he
never lost hope.
When he heard of MCFI’s Food
Service, he immediately
committed to its eight-week
training program.

Our Food Service
and Nutrition
program prepared
and delivered more
than 3.3 million
meals to school-age
children across
Milwaukee.

Today, Reggie is a full-time
employee in the Food Service
department. “They build a wonderful team around you that
wants to help you,” he said.

Reggie said he’s always loved being in the kitchen, as he
loves the joy people have with a quality meal. His go-to dish
is anything barbecue, especially burgers and ribs. “I love a
burger off the grill,” he said.
For more than a decade before coming to the MCFI Food
Service program, Reggie worked in several areas of food
service, including as a head cook at Boston Market, working
at Olive Garden and running the kitchen at a day care.
Enrolled in the MCFI Food Service training program, Reggie
got a “refresher,” learning anew about safe food-handling practices, dating of food and maintaining a clean workspace.
Throughout the program, Reggie worked hard and wanted to prove he was ready to get back into food service. Then, one
day, he was called into his supervisor’s office and was offered a full-time job. He was surprised, but also grateful. “It’s a
wonderful atmosphere,” he said.

Understanding PEOPLE
LEADING Success
Working TOGETHER
Our core programs are accredited
by CARF, the Commission on
Accreditation of
Rehabilitation Facilities.

FATHER OF TWINS: HOPE IS DOUBLED
In the last five years, Daniel Arroyo said he could count on one hand
how many full nights of sleep he’s had. His twin daughters, Ashlyn
and Alana had their first seizure at 18 months old, and they’ve been
ongoing ever since. “There was a lot of stress,” Daniel said. “It’s
terrifying. We had no idea what was going on.”
There was, of course, concern whether Ashlyn and Alana would survive the continued seizures, which are triggered by a reaction to an
infection. “They’re so susceptible to illnesses),” Daniel said. “If they
get a fever, they’re going to Have seizures.”
There were concerns, too, whether the girls would be able to go to
school, make friends and do what other children their age could do.
With the help of CFI’s medical day care, those concerns were put to
rest.

Our medical day care
program earned the Joint Commission gold-seal accreditation .

Ashlyn and Alana arrived at CFI in 2017 soon after they turned 3.
There, Daniel said, the family received the medical support it
needed, and the twins had plenty of opportunity for social interaction. “It’s a team of nurses, a group of people who care and are able
to respond,” he said.
With CFI’s help, Daniel learned to look for warning signs of a seizure,
and emergency room visits have decreased in the last few years.

Daniel knows that when the girls are at CFI, they receive expert care
and he receives “valuable respite.” “I don’t know where I’d be
without them,” Daniel said.

93% of our clients say they
have say in their own care,
according to our 2021
Client Satisfaction Survey.

